
How to Convert a Sectional Garage Door 
into a One Piece Door. 

Instructions:

1. Layout door sections face up on saw horses or a table. 

2. Using the door opening sizes, deduct 1 1/2 inch off the opening width for a Net Cut size. Deduct the Net 
Cut size from the new section width and divide by 2 to get a measurement to cut off each end of the 
sections.

Example: Door Opening Size 15'-8”
Cut Deduction            -1 1/2”
Net Cut Size 15'-6 1/2”

New Door Section Size 16'-0”
Net Cut Size 15-6 1/2”
Total Cut Off 5 1/2”

Total Cut Off              5 1/2”
Divided in Half                     x  .50
Cut Off From Each End      2 3/4”

Note: Top & bottom measurements may be different; measure and layout individually.



3. Secure the door from movement. We use extended clamps across the door.



4. Chalk line or draw your measurement across the sections for the cut to be made.

5. Cut the door with a skill-saw, jig-saw, or saws-all using a metal cutting blade.



6. Cap ends of door with aluminum channel and recheck overall door size. The door should now be one 
inch smaller than the opening size.

7. Secure the end cap channels to the door using screws or pop rivets. 



The front side of the door is now complete!



8. Flip the door over so you can work on the back side.

9. If the end cap (aluminum channel) thickness is wider than the door thickness – insert a plywood filler to 
make up the difference of thickness. 



10. Insert weatherstrip into end cap channels.

11. Secure end cap channel to the inside of the door using screws or pop rivets.



12. Some doors come with one or more strut braces spanning the door width. Cut the strut to desired width.

13. Secure the strut to the door using screws or pop rivets as needed.

Note: It is highly recommended that doors over 14'-0” wide be electrically operated and have at 
minimum (1) strut at the top of the door.



14. Layout vertical and cross braces on the door and mark for cutting. Cut bracing as needed to fit the door. 

Note: The center vertical brace covers the full height. The cross braces normally go to the top of the door 
except as illustrated with windows. With windows, the cross brace braces meet below the windows so you do not 
see them through the glass. 



15. Secure all bracing to the door using screws or pop rivets. 

Congratulations, your one piece door is now complete!




